
REMARKS

In the Office Action, the Examiner objected to claim 13, rejected claim 1 under the

firs, paragraph of section 112, rejected clatms 1 - 8 and 13 as obvious over Ktkushima in view
of Mori, rejected claim 14 as obvious over Kkushima and Mori in v.ew of Rife, ind.ca.ed .ha.

claims 9 and 15 would be allowable and allowed claims 16 and 17.

Claim Objection

The claim 13 has been amended to correct an obvious error. The corrected claim

provides antecedent basis for the claim terms.

35U.S.C.5112, 1" f

Applicant respectfuHy disagrees with the Examiner's portion tha. the heat dissipating

element being disposed in a position to receive air flow on both sides is new matter. The
present specification and drawings fully support .his feature. For example, the spec.fica.ion

repeatedly refers to the heat dissipating elements being posi,ioned .o be in the air flow. The
introductory portion of the appl.cat.on contains such statements a. page 1. ,i„el2; page 1, 1.ne

18; and page 2, line 1, specifically discussing the traditional heat sink struc.ure. On page 3,

line 14 and page 6, line 1, is provided s,a,eme„.s .ha. .he present invention may use tradittonal

heat sink secures as .he heat dissipating element. Thus, the heat sink structures of the

present invention may be positioned in the air flow.

On page 8, lines 15 and 16, the heat dissipating element is parallel and overlying the

transistor, and is described as spaced from and lying over the transistor. Thus, air may flow is

no, only over bu. also under the heat dissipating dement. On page 10, lines 18 and 19, the



#

hea, dtssipating element may be provided a, a greater heigh, from ,he board. Even greater air

How under the heat dissipating element is possible.

In the drawings, the heat dissipating element is shown spaced above the transistor with

an atr gap therebetween. The heat dissipating element extends above the crcui, board and
above the transistor, and there is a gap between the heat dtssipating element, on the one hand,
and the transistor and the circtu, board, on the other hand. It is dear from the drawings tha,

air is in eontact with bom sides of the heat dissipating e,emen, The hea. being dissipated by
•he heat dissipating element wil, eause the heated air to flow, and so air flows over both sides

of the heat dissipating element.

Accordingly, the change made in the prevtous amendment is fully supported by the

disdosure as fi,ed, and no new matter was added thereby. Applicant respectfully requests

withdrawal of the section 1 12 rejection.

35 TJ.S.C. §103(a)

Kikushima discloses a molded resin case mat encloses a piezoelectric oscil.ator.

Uads from a lead frame are provided in the molded case and extend ou, the sides of the

molded case. Most of the leads are ben, downward outside of the molded case to reach ,he

circuit board and so provide elecrical contacts for the osctlla.or, either as J ,eads or as Z
shaped ,eads, for surface mounting. A few of the figures show short sections of the lead frame
extending straight out of the molded housing, for example, a, 12. These short ,ead sections

are described as radtating leads. The extend from the sides of the molded component housing.

The Kikushima reference does not show a mounting p,a,e under the hea, generating

moided component. Further, i, does no, disclose a heat dtssipatmg element disposed above



the heat generating element, or spaced from the heat generating element in a direction

perpendicular from the mounting plate. In Kikushima, heat generated by the oscillator is

transferred on the leads to the sides of the molded case and for the most part to the circuit

board on which the component is mounted. In the case of the leads 12, the heat is dissipated

into the air along side the component.

By contrast, the present invention provides a heat dissipating element that carries heat

from the mounting plane of the heat generating element to the an area spaced above the heat

generating element. Greater air flow is provided in the space above the component. For

purposed of the present remarks, the term "above" refers to the direction shown "above" the

component in the figures, but this can be above, below or to the side when the present

apparatus is actually mounted and in use in an electronic device, as is well understood by

those of skill in the art.

The head dissipating element has a mounting plate between the heat generating

element and the mounting surface. Further, the heat dissipating element has a portion spaced

from both the circuit board and the heat generating component so that air can effectively cool

the heat dissipating element, and thereby cool the heat generating component. The Kikushima

reference does not disclose this combination of features.

The Mori et al. reference discloses bonding a resin sealed semiconductor device to a

die pad with a resin film. The die pad has controlled spacing of the holes to prevent the resin

from passing all the way through the holes.

By contrast, the present invention provides a mounting plate having holes therein and a

quantity of solder or adhesive sufficient to not only pass all the way through the holes but also



to bond the surface below the mounting plate (the circuit board) to the surface above the

mounting plate (the heat generating component). Nothing in Mori teaches bonding together

surfaces above and below the perforated plate using adhesive that passes all the way through

the holes.

There is no teaching or suggestion that would lead the person of ordinary skill in the

art to combine the lead frame of Kikushima with the die pad of Mori. Even is such a

combination was made, it would still not result in the combination of features claimed in the

present application.

In claim 1, the heat dissipating element and the heat generating component are spaced

from one another to permit air flow between the heat dissipating element and the heat

generating component. Not even the combination of references suggests such feature.

The prior art does not show or suggest the feature claimed in claim 5 nor those claimed

in claim 7.

Claim 13 provides that the heat dissipating element is spaced from the heat generating

component in a direction perpendicular to a major surface of said heat generating component,

which is not shown in the cited art.

The present invention as claimed is thus not shown or suggested in the prior art, and

therefore is a non-obvious improvement thereover.



Allowed Claims

Applicant notes with appreciation the aHowanceof clatms 16 and 17 and the indication

.hat claims 9 and 15 axe directed to aHowable subject matter. Cairns 9 and 15 have been

redrafted in independent form.

New Claims

New Cairns 18, .9 and 20 are presented for cons.der.fon. The aHowance of the new
claims, and all claims under consideration is hereby requested.

Conclusion

Each issue raised in the action has been addressed. Early fevoraMe reconsideration

and allowance is hereby requested.

Respectfully submitted,

flvin A. Robinson (Reg. No. 31,870)
Schiff Hardin & Waite
Patent Department
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Chicago, Illinois 60606
Telephone: 312-258-5785
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^ VERSION MARKED TO SHOW CHANGES
The claims have been amended as follows:

1. (Twice Amended) A heat sink assembly, comprising:

a circuit board having a mounting pad provided with an adhesive material in a mounting

region;

a mounting plate formed of a thermally conductive material and defining a plurality of

adhestve flow openings therethrough, said mounting plate having a first major surface

being positioned on said mounting pad of said circuit board;

a heat dissipation element thermally connected «o said mounting plate and being spaced from

said circuit board, said hea, dissipating element being disposed in a position to receive

air flow on both sides; and

a heat generating component mounted on said mounting plate at a second major surface

opposite said firs, major surface, satd hea, d,^n„Hn„ u.:_
r .,

, f ,

heat generate component ,o pnrmi, air flow between ^d he„, Hi^p,,^

and said heat generating rnmpm^f

9.(Amended) A heat sink assembly [as claimed in claim 1, further comprising:]

,

comprisinp;:

a circuit hoard having a mountin. pad provided with an materia , in .

region:



a mounting plate- formed of a thermally conductive material and defining , r i

—

k^. ^
adhesive flow opening therethrough, said mounting plate havin, a first maior snrW
being positioned on said mounting pad of said circuit hoard-

i heat dissipation element thermally connected tn s„iH mnUnting n , ate anH h.mg SDaced frnrn

said circuit hoard said heat dilating element being disposed in „ position tn receive

air flow on both sides;

:
heat generating component mounted on said mounting plate at a second maior surface

opposite said fi rst maior surface, and

i channel along an edge of said mounting plate, said channel receiving a tab extending from

said heat generating component.

13.(Twice Amended) A heat sink for a surface mounted heat generating component,

comprising:

a mounting plate of a generally planer configuration defining a plurality of openings

therethrough for adhesive flow through said openings;

an extension member extending generally perpendicular to said mounting plate; and

a heat dissipation element connected to said extension member, said heat dissipation element

and said extension member [surface] and said mounting plate being thermally

conductive and said heat dissipating element being spaced from the heat generating

component in a direction perpendicular to a major surface, of sajd heat pftnmtin.



14. (Amended) A surface mountable heat sink for a component, comprising:

a substantial planar mounting pla,e having an outer extent substantially a same shape and

dimensions as a footprint of the component, said mounting plate defining openings

extending therethrough;

a vertica. portton extending at a substantia^ right ang,e from said mounting plate, said

vertical portion having a first end a. said mounting plate and a second end opposite

said first end; and

a hea, dissipating f,„ connected to said second end of said vertical portion, said heat

dissipating fin having an extent in a direction substantia.lv paralle. to said mounting

plate and space therefrom, said hea, dissipating fin being spaced from the component

in a direction perpendicular ,o said monntin, pin,, when the component is mounted on

said mounting plate so as ,o define. „n air ran he,»,^ ^ dissinntin , fin ,u .

component .

15.(Amended) A surface mountable heat sink and component [as claimed in 14,

further comprising:]
, comprising

substantially planar mounting plate h,vinP 1n ni„frMBM ,..k.,„„..,„,.
n , ,

dimension, as a footprint of th, -nmn, ,nen, ,aiH m...„.„„ r ,„
te H.finino

extending therethrough;

a vertical portion ex,endinP a, a snh^nth l ly ri ght angle fmm „M m„..-^^ .,

vertical portion havin, , fim end n, nirl
, lle and . st.rn„ rf ,nH „

rr
„„„

said first end; anH



a heat dissipating fin connected to said second end of said vertical portion, said heat

dissipating fin having an extent in a direction substantially parallel to said mounting

plate and space therefrom, said heat dissipatin g fin being spaced from the component

when the component is mounted on said mounting plate, and

a channel between said mounting plate and said vertical portion, said channel receiving a

portion of the component when the component is mounted on said mounting plate.
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